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4th G.C. Meeting held at TAI, Hinganghat Unit 
 

 

 

 
 

 

The TAI, Hinganghat Unit was established in the 
year 1982. Though it was old unit, G.C. Meeting 
being quarterly held by rotating place to each & 
every units, but it had never held at Hinganghat 
Unit in the history of TAI Hinganghat Unit chapter.  
 

The reason being the Hinganghat was a small city 
having no proper infrastructure to accommodate 
GC members of their high statute. On passage of 
time, city grows with little bit infrastructure & tak-
ing advantage of that, Governing body of TAI, 
HGT unit demanded one GC meeting in this year & 
subsequently granted. 

First time, 4th Governing Council Meeting for the year 2015-16 was held at TAI Hinganght Unit on 12th 
September’2015. Around 32 G.C. members of Governing Council covering various units of India were 
participated in the GC meeting & entire team of Governing Body members of TAI Hinganghat Unit 
were present on the occasion.  
 
 

 

 

All members from various units were started arriving 
at Hinganghat City on 11th evening and up to 12th 
morning. All members were received one by one 
from incoming arrival station by TAI members by 
offering them floral bouquet and lodged them at a 
newly built guest house. Buffet dinner was arranged 
at guest house at the same night for all of them. Next 
day i.e. on 12th Sept. after having had a breakfast, all 
members were visited Gimatex Industries Pvt. Ltd, a 
most modern & technologically advanced Textile 
Mills located at Central India. They were all accom-
panied by senior Members of TAI Hingaghat Unit.  

 

The visit was around for 2 hours. It was a proud moment for the GC members to inspect all the advance 
Spinning technologies such as Ring Spinning, Open End Spinning, Airjet Spinning, Air Vortex Spinning, 
Compact Spinning, Core Yarn Spinning, Dyed Fibre Spinning running in one location processing various 
textile materials with a beautiful lay out in clean atmosphere running on super high speeds. They also 
inspected Air jet weaving machines running more than 100 rpm.  They also appreciated to see the Green 
& Clean surrounding of Gimatex premises. After visit, they were taken to a conference hall & a small 
meeting was held exchanging views of present textile scenario & market conditions. A K Barik, President, 
Gimatex Industries Ltd briefly informed about the history of Gimatex industries, present set up, their 
strength, their future plan & various challenges being faced by them. 
 

After that they were again taken to the guest house for buffet lunch. After having had some rest, they 
were taken to the newly built Meeting hall for attending 4th G.C. Meeting. They were all given a red 
carpet welcome with a flower bouquet to individuals receiving one by one by members of unit.  
 

Before start of the meeting, breaking the tradition, Shri A.K. Barik, President of TAI Hinganghat Unit 
presented one power point presentation detailing about the Hinganghat city & its growth over the years 
and TAI Hinganghat unit activities covering each & every program held last one year and their future 
plan. They also put forward their suggestion for improvement of functioning of individual units and TAI 
central unit as well. Thereafter, Governing Council meeting was conducted in traditional way and meet-
ing ended with vote of thanks proposed by TAI Hinganghat Unit member. 
 

After that there was a sumptuous cocktail dinner arranged by TAI Hinganghat Unit for all members 
which all graced & enjoyed.  
 
 
 



 

At the end, TAI Hinganghat Unit offered then a unique gift to all G.C. members present in the meeting. 
All TAI Hinganghat Unit members were always there with guest from their arrival till their final depar-
ture to take care & meet all their needs. All arrangements, pick-up, drop, reception, food arrangement & 
their stay were sponsored by TAI Hinganghat unit.  
 

All GC expressed their happiness to be with Hinganghat unit & the way Hinganghat Unit arranged and 
conducted meeting with a beautifully planned manner. It has also been expressed by them that never 
ever in the history of Textile Association, GC meeting conducted in such a fashion.  
 

TAI Hinganghat Unit President Mr. A.K. Barik and General Secretary, Mr. S.K. Thaokar tried to do their 
best with their small means to arrange all the facilities and they also articulated their feelings for any 
shortcomings & expressed regret if anything left & overlooked which should have been taken care off.    
 


